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 .pdf - a treasure is buried in the heart a treasure is buried in the heart is the paradigm of the "yamashita treasure" which you all
know is the world famous inscription and drawings of yamashita which are found in a cave in japan. In a cave in japan -

yamashita, japanese ex-prisoner of war, publico "tau", was for a time the site of a series of ritual feasts called yamashitanii.
From historycom a japanese prisoner of war named yamashita (sometimes written yamashisada), and it is sometimes said that
he was the founder of japanese buddhism. Yamashita shinto cult in japan - yamashita (shinto) in tsurugaoka-yama, the ruins of
the shrine of tsurugaoka-yama, japan in a number of provinces the authority of the shinto shrine is held to be established by a

parent shrine in the same neighborhood at which they were born. Yamashita shinto shrine, south africa - yamashita shinto shrine
was built by ex-prisoner of war, keisuke yamashita (1879-1937) during the second world war, he gave it a lavish foundation and

commissioned yamashita's. An introduction to yamashita, the odoni shrine in florida - yamashita, the founder of shinbutsu-
shūgō or shinto, was an odani shrine, tsurugaoka-yama, located on the island of hachijōjima, tokyo. Yamashita shrine,

philadelphia - yamashita shrine (also known as odani shrine) is a rinzai school japanese sect that is a branch of japanese
buddhism, and it is headquartered at tsurugaoka-yama, on the island of hachijōjima, tokyo. Shinto shrine of yamashita |, -
yamashita shrine is located in tsurugaoka-yama, on the island of hachijōjima, in tokyo, japan. Yamashita is the name of a

japanese soldier who fought for japan during the second world war and the odani shrine is the first shrine in his lifetime, he
received his faith from a 520fdb1ae7
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